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3D formation control of an underwater
robot swarm: Switching topologies, disconnections,

and hybrid localization
Yuwei Zhang, Shaoping Wang, Mary Katherine Heinrich, Xingjian Wang, and Marco Dorigo

Abstract—This paper addresses three-dimensional formation1

control for underactuated autonomous underwater vehicles, sub-2

ject to switching topologies, random or unforeseen disconnec-3

tions, hybrid localization, and system constraints. Our control4

theory approach integrates the requirements of swarm robotics5

with constraints that are particular to underwater vehicles. This6

contribution expands the theoretical foundation for underwater7

swarms, as a step towards future experimental verification with8

real robots. In a distributed leader-follower model, we develop a9

double-layer distributed formation protocol that does not require10

access to global information, centralized communication topology,11

or velocity sensing. Specifically, we propose a novel distributed12

observer in the upper-layer, enabling followers to estimate the full13

information of a leader under switching jointly connected topolo-14

gies. In the lower-layer, we design a compound formation control15

strategy to achieve geometric convergence. Firstly, cascaded16

extended state observers recover the unmeasurable velocities17

and unknown dynamic uncertainties induced by internal model18

uncertainty and external disturbance. Secondly, an improved19

three-dimensional line-of-sight guidance law at the kinematic20

level addresses the underactuated configuration, as well as the21

nonzero attack and sideslip angles. Thirdly, to overcome potential22

instability as a result of system constraints including velocity23

constraints and input saturations, two adaptive compensators in24

the dynamic controller address the negative effects of truncation.25

We prove that estimation errors and formation tracking errors26

are uniformly and ultimately bounded. The numerical simulation27

results verify the performance of our approach, and show28

improvements over both distributed and centralized state-of-the-29

art approaches.30

Index Terms—Formation control, swarm robotics, autonomous31

underwater vehicles, self-organization, flocking, distributed ob-32

server, switching topologies, system constraints.33

I. INTRODUCTION34

In this paper we study the three-dimensional formation35

control of a self-organized robot swarm that can use hybrid lo-36

calization to vary its degree of decentralization on demand. In37

self-organized control of robot swarms, both opinion dynamics38

and physical coordination have been widely studied. Consen-39

sus achievement in swarm robotics has, for instance, been40

often studied in flocking problems and in opinion formation in41

collective decision-making (e.g., [1], [2]). Formation control,42
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by contrast, is more intensively studied in control theory [3], 43

[4], as noted in [5]. Swarm robotics has advanced significantly 44

in recent years, especially concerning swarms of ground robots 45

managed primarily by kinematic control (e.g., [6]). However, 46

moving to swarms of other robot types such as autonomous 47

underwater vehicles (AUVs) requires the consideration of new 48

practical challenges. 49

A. Motivations 50

Our primary motivation for the research presented in this 51

paper is to develop a formation protocol for AUVs that is 52

fully reliable in practice. To achieve this, we deal com- 53

prehensively with the practical requirements and limitations 54

found in real AUVs. The main challenges are positioning and 55

communication at the level of group coordination, and velocity 56

measurement and system constraint at the level of individual 57

control. 58

At the group coordination level, we allow hybrid local- 59

ization for vehicles, providing better flexibility to carry out 60

missions. Although absolute positioning is more precise and 61

reliable than relative positioning, it is not consistently available 62

during any task in which AUVs move in deep water, due 63

to signal attenuation [7]. Using a unified formation protocol 64

that can switch between absolute and relative positioning, the 65

higher precision of absolute positioning can be used when 66

available, and the formation protocol does not fail when abso- 67

lute positioning inevitably becomes unavailable. For example, 68

hybrid localization allows AUVs situated near the surface 69

to access GPS to obtain global position measurement, while 70

AUVs working in deep water use sonar to locate themselves 71

by relative positioning. 72

Also at the group coordination level, our approach handles 73

communication graphs under switching topologies that can be 74

disconnected, improving robustness in underwater missions. 75

Information exchange between AUVs is limited in an underwa- 76

ter environment, making it difficult to guarantee the topology 77

is always connected. State-of-the-art acoustic communication 78

has bounded bandwidth and range, and the occurrence of 79

occasional link failures is inevitable [8]. Formation control 80

under switching topologies has been studied in [9], [10], but 81

with the assumption that all possible topologies are connected. 82

Switching topologies that can sometimes be disconnected (i.e., 83

switching jointly connected) have also been studied [11], [12], 84

but so far only for linear models, which are not suitable for 85

AUVs. 86
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At the individual control level, we develop a cascaded87

extended state observer for three-dimensional velocity-free88

control, increasing reliability in underwater environments by89

eliminating dependence on direct velocity sensing. We also90

resolve velocity constraints directly in our formation proto-91

col, guaranteeing constraint satisfaction. In practice, accurate92

velocity measurement of underwater vehicles is unlikely to93

be reliable, due to sensor noise, sensor drift, and unknown94

environmental disturbances [13]. Velocities and control inputs95

of AUVs must also remain within certain compact sets in order96

to meet performance and safety requirements in practice [8].97

It has been shown that any violation of system constraints98

may result in degraded or even unstable behavior [14], [15].99

In addition to unreliable velocity measurement, existing for-100

mation protocols usually are designed for a two-dimensional101

horizontal plane. This is a substantial limitation when con-102

sidering real AUVs—missions in deep water are unlikely to103

reliably maintain a horizontal plane formation. Despite the104

known practical limitations of onboard velocity sensing [13],105

AUV protocols for three-dimensional velocity-free formation106

control are still an open challenge. Also, although motion107

control has been extensively studied, velocity constraints in108

AUVs have rarely been considered.109

B. Contributions110

Driven by these motivations for reliable formation control,111

we make three main technical contributions.112

First, we contribute a novel distributed observer (DO) that113

estimates the information of the leader based on local commu-114

nication and local measurements. Our DO enables transitions115

between absolute and relative position measurements in the116

formation controller, and is effective under switching jointly117

connected topologies. This is more practical than existing118

approaches, which require absolute position and static topol-119

ogy [16]–[24], or switching but connected topologies [25],120

[26].121

Second, to achieve three-dimensional velocity-free forma-122

tion control, we contribute a novel cascaded extended state ob-123

server (CESO) that is capable of estimating the unmeasurable124

velocities and can identify the lumped uncertainties induced125

by unknown hydrodynamics and external disturbances. This is126

distinct from existing methods that require direct and precise127

velocity measurement [16]–[24]. Considering the coupling128

kinematics and unavailable absolute position measurement, our129

CESO uses state and equivalent coordinate transformations130

to satisfy a standard integral-chain form. This extends con-131

ventional extended state observers (ESOs) [13], [21] from a132

horizontal plane to three-dimensional space.133

We develop two adaptive laws to compensate for the neg-134

ative effect of saturations on system stability. As such, both135

velocity and input constraints can be handled simultaneously.136

This is distinct from the auxiliary anti-windup system in [22],137

[23], [27], [28], which handles only input saturations. In138

contrast to optimization-based methods [15], [21], [29], our139

approach preserves constraint satisfaction intrinsically, without140

having to find a solution online in each control cycle.141

C. Related Work 142

Approaches to the formation control problem are numerous, 143

including consensus-based [30], virtual structure [31], graph- 144

based [32], and leader-follower [16] approaches. In the case of 145

marine vehicles, leader-follower strategies have been widely 146

studied because of their simplicity and scalability, ranging 147

from two-dimensional plane (e.g. [8], [16]–[21]) to three- 148

dimensional (3D) space (e.g. [22]–[24]). In [16], the formation 149

control problem is reformulated as a trajectory tracking prob- 150

lem, where the target trajectory is generated based on leader 151

position and predefined formation. In [17], a hybrid formation 152

learning controller is designed such that the information of 153

the leader is estimated via a distributed observer (DO) and 154

the heterogeneous hydrodynamics are identified through neural 155

networks. In [22], a receding horizon algorithm is designed to 156

achieve the prescribed geometric pattern with satisfaction of 157

control input constraints. 158

Note that the above approaches are applicable only if 159

absolute position is available and the communication topology 160

is static. Such assumptions do not hold in an underwater envi- 161

ronment. In [26], sufficient conditions are derived to achieve 162

the target formation under both fixed and switching topologies, 163

where only relative position is employed. In [25], a discrete- 164

time coordination problem is considered for AUVs subject 165

to switching topologies and communication delays. Even so, 166

all possible topologies in [25], [26] are supposed to have a 167

spanning tree. From a practical point of view, it is difficult to 168

guarantee the connectivity at all times, due to unavoidable link 169

failures in an underwater environment. Therefore, it is more 170

reasonable to investigate formation control under switching 171

jointly connected topologies—in other words, topologies that 172

might be disconnected at any time. 173

One key limitation of existing approaches for AUVs 174

(e.g., [17], [20]) is the reliance on measurable velocities for 175

each vehicle. It is therefore a relevant contribution to develop 176

velocity-free formation control of AUVs based on output infor- 177

mation [33]. In [13], [21], velocity measurement is removed 178

by introducing an auxiliary extended state observer (ESO), 179

which is only applicable for AUVs in a horizontal plane. By 180

contrast, 3D formation control of AUVs via output feedback 181

is still an open research challenge. The problem in 3D space 182

is more complicated due to highly coupled kinematics and 183

strong nonlinear dynamics. It is therefore both theoretically 184

challenging and practically required to investigate velocity- 185

free formation control of AUVs. 186

Another shortcoming of the above mentioned methods 187

(e.g., [16], [17], [26]) is that they cannot preserve an opti- 188

mal control performance under system constraints, including 189

velocity constraints and input saturations. Recently, input sat- 190

urations have been investigated for motion control of AUVs— 191

including for path following control [27], trajectory tracking 192

control [28] and formation control [22], [23]—however, these 193

approaches have excluded velocity constraints. In [15], [29], 194

reference governors (RGs) are employed to optimize the 195

command signals within system constraints, such that velocity 196

and input constraints are both satisfied simultaneously. In [21], 197

model predictive control (MPC) is used to handle system 198
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constraints systematically. Note that RG and MPC are both199

optimization-based methods, and a feasible solution must be200

newly found in each control cycle. The efficacy of these201

approaches is highly dependent on whether the formulated202

optimization problem can be solved in real time [15]. In203

general, the constrained formation control of underactuated204

AUVs in 3D space is a currently unsolved challenge.205

D. Paper organization206

The paper is organized as follows. First, section II reviews207

relevant aspects of graph theory and also formulates the208

problem, including the kinematic and dynamic models of the209

underactuated AUV, and the dynamics of formation tracking210

errors. Then, we present our novel method in two parts: the211

design and analysis of the DO (Sec. III), and velocity-free212

formation control (Sec. IV). Finally, we analyze the closed-213

loop system stability under our method (Sec. V), present the214

simulated experiment results comparing the performance of215

our method to existing methods from the literature (Sec. VI),216

and conclude.217

Notation: Rn×m denotes the set of n × m real218

matrices. |·| and ‖·‖ denote the L1-norm and L2-219

norm, respectively. λmin (·) is the smallest eigenvalue220

of a square matrix. RB
A (α, β) = Rz (α)Ry (β) is221

the rotation matrix from frame {A} to frame {B}222

with Rz (α) = [cosα,− sinα, 0; sinα, cosα, 0; 0, 0, 1] and223

Ry (β) = [cosβ, 0, sinβ; 0, 1, 0;− sinβ, 0, cosβ].224

II. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM FORMULATION225

A. Graph theory226

In leader-follower formation control, the interactions among227

N followers can be modeled by graph G = (V, E), in228

which V = {1, . . . , N} is a finite set of nodes, E =229

{(i, j) : i, j ∈ V, i 6= j} is a set of edges. Assume that graph230

G is undirected. The adjacency matrix of graph G is de-231

noted by A = [aij ] ∈ RN×N with nonnegative weights. If232

(i, j) ∈ E , then the bidirectional exchange of information233

between follower i and follower j corresponds to weight234

aij = 1. By contrast, if (i, j) /∈ E , then aij = 0. Note235

that aii = 0, ∀i ∈ V . The neighbor set of follower i is236

defined as Ni = {j ∈ V, (i, j) ∈ E}. The Laplacian matrix237

L = [lij ]N×N associated with graph G is defined as follows:238

lij = −aij if i 6= j, and lij =
∑N
j=1 aij if i = j.239

Communication links between the leader and followers can240

be characterized by adjacency matrix B = diag {b1, . . . , bN},241

where bi = 1 if follower i connects to the leader. Let the242

leader be represented by node 0, and derive the augmented243

graph Ḡ =
(
V̄, Ē

)
, where V̄ = V ∪ {0} and Ē includes E244

and also includes edges between leader and followers. Denote245

matrix H ∈ RN×N as H = L+B.246

The communication links of the AUVs are assumed to be247

dynamically switching in practice, due to unreliable acoustic248

communication and constrained communication range. Denote249

all possible graphs of multiple AUVs as S =
{
Ḡq : q ∈ Q

}
,250

where Q is an index set of S. Consider an infinite sequence251

of non-overlapping bounded time intervals [tk, tk+1) with252

k = 0, 1, . . . and t0 = 0. In the interval [tk, tk+1), there exists253

Fig. 1. Frame definitions of an underactuated AUV in 3D space: the earth-
fixed frame {I} describes the position and posture of the AUV; the body-
fixed frame {Bi} describes the linear and angular velocities; and the resultant
velocity frame {Wi} describes the nonzero sideslip angle and attack angle.

a finite time sequence t0k, t
1
k, . . . , t

lk−1
k , where t0k = tk and 254

tlkk = tk+1 for some integer lk > 0. The graph switches 255

at time tjk, j = 0, 1, . . . , lk − 1 and is time-invariant in the 256

subinterval
[
tjk, t

j+1
k

)
. Assume that there exists a constant 257

number τ > 0 called dwell time, such that tj+1
k −tjk > τ for all 258

time intervals. Denote σ (t) : [0, +∞) → Q as the switching 259

signal. The undirected graph Ḡ and matrix H at σ (t) are 260

therefore noted respectively as Ḡσ(t) and matrix Hσ(t). Note 261

that Ḡσ(t) is allowed to be disconnected. A collection of graphs 262

across the time interval [t, t+ T ] with T > 0 is said to be 263

jointly connected if the graph union
{
Ḡσ(s)|s ∈ [t, t+ T ]

}
is 264

connected. For each q ∈ Q, Hq has N eigenvalues denoted 265

as λ1
q, λ

2
q, . . . , λ

N
q based on the labeling rule given in [11]. 266

We define C (q) =
{
k|λkq 6= 0, k = 1, 2, . . . , N

}
and give the 267

following lemma: 268

Lemma 1 [11]. The graphs are jointly connected across 269

each interval [tk, tk+1), if and only if
⋃

t∈[tk,tk+1)

C (σ (t)) = 270

{1, . . . , N}. 271

B. Model of underactuated AUV 272

For formation control of AUVs, kinematics in 3D space 273

is typically described by a 6-DOF model in the directions 274

of surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch, and yaw. Torpedo-shaped 275

AUVs, which are widely used in practice, are typically pas- 276

sively stabilized in the roll direction, and in AUV models it is 277

commonly assumed that the roll angle and rate are zero [34]. 278

We therefore exclude roll motion in the AUV model. 279

Allow the subscript i to represent the variables associated 280

with the ith follower, for the remainder of this paper. To 281

describe the AUV’s motion, we employ three reference frames 282

(see Fig. 1): earth-fixed frame {I}, body-fixed frame {Bi} and 283

resultant velocity frame {Wi}. For i = 1, . . . , N , assume the 284

origins of {Bi} and {Wi} coincides with the center of gravity 285

of the AUV Mi. We use the 5-DOF kinematic model described 286

in [35] for the ith AUV 287





ẋi = ui cos θi cosψi − vi sinψi + wi sin θi cosψi

ẏi = ui cos θi sinψi + vi cosψi + wi sin θi sinψi

żi = −ui sin θi + wi cos θi

θ̇i = qi

ψ̇i = ri/cos θi

(1)
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where xi, yi, zi are the coordinates of Mi in frame {I},288

and θi and ψi denote respectively the pitch and yaw an-289

gles. The surge, sway, heave, pitch and yaw velocities are290

denoted respectively by ui, vi, wi, qi, and ri, expressed in291

frame {Bi}. Define total speed as Ui =
√
u2
i + v2

i + w2
i ,292

attack angle as αi = arctan (wi/ui) and sideslip angle as293

βi = arctan
(
vi

/√
u2
i + w2

i

)
. Then, we use the velocity294

transformation from [34], as follows:295

νWi
= RWi

Bi
(−βi, αi)νBi

, (2)

where νWi
= [Ui, 0, 0]

T , νBi
= [ui, vi, wi]

T .296

We simplify the dynamic model of [36], as297





u̇i = Fui + τui/mui + dui = τui/mui +Dui

v̇i = Fvi + dvi = Dvi

ẇi = Fwi + dwi = Dwi

q̇i = Fqi + τqi/mqi + dqi = τqi/mqi +Dqi

ṙi = Fri + τri/mri + dri = τri/mri +Dri

, (3)

where m(·)i are inertia coefficients, τui, τqi and τri represent298

control inputs generated by the propeller and rudders, and299

d(·)i represent the dynamic uncertainties induced by parameter300

perturbation and external disturbances. F(·)i are velocity-301

dependent hydrodynamics given in Eq. (36) in Appendix A.302

As we assume that velocity cannot be directly measured, F(·)i303

and d(·)i are treated as lumped uncertainties D(·)i.304

The velocities of vehicles in practice are bounded as ρmin ≤305

ρi ≤ ρmax (ρ = u, v, w, q, r), where ρmin and ρmax are306

known lower and upper bounds. Due to the physical limitations307

of the propeller and rudders, the control inputs are subject to308

saturations, such that τmin
ρ ≤ τρi ≤ τmax

ρ (ρ = u, q, r), where309

τmin
ρ and τmax

ρ are the saturation limits.310

C. Leader-follower formation tracking error dynamics311

The leader-follower formation control problem is illustrated312

in Fig. 2, wherein we require a group of AUVs to achieve313

a desired formation with respect to the leader M0. Note314

that the motion control of the leader is not considered in315

this paper, and we assume it is moving on a predefined316

trajectory. Associated with the leader M0, we build Serret-317

Frenet frame {F} using the resultant speed direction of M0318

as the x-axis. Denote the position of M0 in {I} frame as319

p0 (t) = [x0 (t) , y0 (t) , z0 (t)]
T . The formation tracking error320

built in frame {F} is described as321

epi = [exi, eyi, ezi]
T

= RF
I (pi − p0 − di) (4)

where pi = [xi, yi, zi]
T is the inertial position vector of Mi322

in 3D space, and di = [dxi, dyi, dzi]
T is the desired relative323

position between Mi and M0. RF
I =

(
RI
F (χ0, υ0)

)T
denotes324

the rotation matrix from frame {F} to frame {I}, where325

rotation angles are defined according to [34], as326





χ0 = atan2 (ẏ0 (t) , ẋ0 (t))

υ0 = arctan

(
−ż0 (t)√

ẋ2
0 (t) + ẏ2

0 (t)

)
. (5)

Fig. 2. Leader-follower formation control problem. The leader is assumed to
move along a predefined trajectory and the Serret-Frenet frame {F} is built
to describe the motion of the leader. di is the desired relative position vector
between the i-th follower and the leader, and Qi denotes the target position
of the i-th follower in the formation. exi, eyi, and ezi are formation tracking
errors built in frame {F}. ψei and θei are rotation angles from frame {F}
to frame {Bi}.

Let 327

SFI =




0 χ̇0 cos υ0 −υ̇0

−χ̇0 cos υ0 0 −χ̇0 sin υ0

υ̇0 χ̇0 sin υ0 0


 , (6)

differentiating Eq. (4) with respect to time yields [37] 328

ėpi = SFI epi +RF
I ṗi − ν0, (7)

where ν0 = [U0, 0, 0]
T is the resultant velocity vector of M0, 329

and where U0 =
√
ẋ2

0 + ẏ2
0 + ż2

0 . 330

According to kinematic model Eq. (1) and coordinate trans- 331

formation Eq. (2), it can be deduced that 332

ṗi = RI
Bi

(ψi, θi)νBi
= RI

Bi
(ψi, θi)

(
RWi

Bi
(−βi, αi)

)T
νWi

.

(8)
Introducing Eq. (8) in Eq. (7) yields 333

ėpi = SFI epi +RF
I R

I
Bi
νBi − ν0

= SFI epi +RF
Bi

(ψei, θei)vWi
− ν0 + fpi,

(9)

where ψei and θei are rotation angles from frame {F} to frame 334

{Bi}, fpi = [fxi, fyi, fzi]
T

= RF
I R

I
Bi

(vBi
− vWi

) is the 335

nonlinearity induced by the nonzero sideslip and attack angles. 336

Eq. (9) can then be expanded as 337





ėxi = eyiχ̇0 cos υ0 − eziυ̇0 + Ui cosψei cos θei − U0 + fxi

ėyi = −exiχ̇0 cos υ0 − eziχ̇0 sin υ0 + Ui sinψei cos θei + fyi

ėzi = exiυ̇0 + eyiχ̇0 sin υ0 − Ui sin θei + fzi

.

(10)
Remark 1: If the sideslip and attack angles are zero or 338

almost zero, it can be deduced that fpi ≈ 0. However, AUVs 339

are inevitably exposed to environmental disturbances induced 340

by waves and ocean currents and this will result in nonzero 341

and time-varying sideslip and attack angles [38]. 342

Remark 2: To handle nonzero attack angle αi and sideslip 343

angle βi, conventional tracking error dynamics (e.g., as seen 344

in [35], [36], [39]), introduce αi and βi in the rotation angles 345

ψei and θei, defined as ψei = χi − χ0 and θei = υi − υ0, 346

where χi = ψi+βi and υi = θi+αi are rotation angles from 347

frame {Wi} to frame {I}. Note that although this definition 348

is rigorous in a 2D plane, we assert that it cannot always be 349
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Fig. 3. Proposed double-layer formation protocol for 3D distributed formation control of AUVs. In the upper layer, an AUV estimates the information relevant
to the leader by exchanging information with neighboring AUVs and measuring relative positions among those neighbors. The lower layer is a compound
formation tracking control strategy to achieve geometric objectives.

used in 3D space. For instance, by coordinate transformation,350

one has RI
Bi

(ψi, θi) = RI
Wi

(χi, υi)R
Wi

Bi
(−βi, αi). Such a351

transformation does not always imply that χi = ψi + βi nor352

υi = θi + αi, due to nonlinearity induced by 3D coordinate353

transformation. Therefore, we instead put forward kinematic354

nonlinearity fpi, based on equivalent coordinate transforma-355

tion, by which the effect of αi and βi is considered in position356

error dynamics rather than angle error dynamics.357

D. Problem formulation358

Our formation control objective is that, when following a359

leader moving on a smooth trajectory, a group of underactuated360

AUVs is able to form a desired 3D geometric pattern, regard-361

less of unmeasurable velocities, system constraints, switching362

topologies, variable decentralization, and dynamic uncertain-363

ties. We propose that this general objective can be achieved via364

two specific sub-objectives. The first is a distributed estimation365

objective. Under switching topologies, the information of the366

leader should be accurately estimated by followers based on367

local communication and local measurements, such that368

lim
t→∞

‖η̂i0 (t)− ηi0 (t)‖ = 0, (11)

where ηi0 is the later-defined information of the leader, and369

η̂i0 represents the estimation of ηi0 by the ith follower. The370

second is a geometric objective. Under unmeasured velocities,371

lumped uncertainties, and system constraints, the AUVs should372

form a desired formation prescribed by di, such that373

lim
t→∞

‖epi (t)‖ < ε1, (12)

where ε1 is a small positive constant.374

In consideration of physical constraints during formation375

tracking, three practical assumptions are made.376

Assumption 1 [13], [20], [21]: For lumped uncertainties in 377

Eq. (3), there exists a positive constant D̄, such that
∥∥D(·)i

∥∥ ≤ 378

D̄ and
∥∥∥Ḋ(·)i

∥∥∥ ≤ D̄. 379

Remark 3: From a practical point of view, lumped uncer- 380

tainties D(·)i and Ḋ(·)i are time-varying and unpredictable, 381

but are limited in the sense of energy, as discussed in [13], 382

[20]. Assumption 1 is made for ESOs to estimate velocities 383

and uncertainties simultaneously [13], [21] (refer to Theorem 384

2). However, if velocity is measurable and only uncertainties 385

D(·)i need to be estimated, the boundedness of Ḋ(·)i can be 386

removed [36]. 387

Assumption 2 [11]: The graphs are jointly connected across 388

each interval [tk, tk+1). 389

Remark 4: Only joint connectivity is required and the 390

graphs are permitted to be disconnected across some subinter- 391

vals of time. This is distinct from switching topologies in [9], 392

[10], which assume the topologies to always be connected. 393

Assumption 3 [21]: For the leader vehicle, there exists a 394

positive constant p̄, such that |ṗ0| ≤ p̄ and |p̈0| ≤ p̄. 395

Remark 5: Assumption 3 is reasonable, because in practice 396

the velocities and control inputs are constrained. Moreover, 397

Assumption 3 is made because followers need to estimate 398

the information of the leader under switching topologies, and 399

in this case it is indispensable to assume these states to be 400

bounded. 401

To solve the 3D formation control problem outlined here, 402

we propose a double-layer formation protocol (see Fig. 3). The 403

upper-layer (Sec. III) is a novel DO developed to achieve our 404

distributed estimation objective under switching topologies. 405

The lower-layer (see Sec. IV) comprises a novel compound 406

velocity-free formation tracking control strategy, developed to 407

achieve our geometric objective. 408
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III. UPPER-LAYER DISTRIBUTED OBSERVER DESIGN409

Our novel distributed observer (DO) addresses distributed410

estimation in an AUV swarm under switching topologies.411

Additionally, the network may occasionally be disconnected412

underwater, which renders distributed estimation more chal-413

lenging. Our proposed DO enables followers to estimate the414

leader’s information collaboratively via local interactions and415

local output measurements. Note that the local output can be416

absolute position or relative position.417

For the design of our DO, we first define the information418

related to the leader as ηi0 (t) = [pei (t) , s0 (t)]
T , where419

pei = pi − p0 and s0 = [χ0, υ0, U0]
T . We then assign420

η̂i0 (t) = [p̂ei (t) , ŝi0 (t)]
T to each follower, as the estimation421

of ηi0 (t), where ŝi0 = [χ̂i0, υ̂i0, Ûi0]T . Finally, we define422

consensus-based neighborhood information estimation error423

µηi as424

µηi =

N∑

j=1

aij (t) (η̂i0 − η̂j0) + bi (t) η̂i0 + Φηi, (13)

where Φηi = [Φpi,Φsi]
T with Φpi =

N∑
j=1

aij (pj − pi) +425

bi (p0 − pi) and Φsi = −bis0. Note that p0 − pi and s0 are426

available for a vehicle if and only if bi = 1. Under Assumption427

3 and bounded velocities, there exists a positive constant γΦ428

such that
∣∣∣Φ̇ηi

∣∣∣ ≤ γΦ.429

Remark 6: If velocity constraints are known, we can deduce430

that |ṗi| ≤
∣∣RI

Bi

∣∣ |νBi | ≤ 3 (umax + vmax + wmax) = ṗmax.431

Assumption 3 further implies that
∣∣∣Φ̇pi

∣∣∣ ≤ (2N + 1) ṗmax + p̄432

and
∣∣∣Φ̇si

∣∣∣ ≤ 2 + p̄. Therefore, a possible solution for γΦ is433

γΦ = (2N + 1) ṗmax + 2 (p̄+ 1).434

We propose the following DO:435

˙̂ηi0 =





1

αi


−Kηµηi+

N∑

j=1

aij ˙̂ηj0−βηsign (µηi)


 , αi > 0

0, αi = 0

,

(14)

where αi =
N∑
j=1

aij + bi, Kη ∈ R6×6 is a diagonal positive436

definite matrix, and βη is a positive constant, to be determined.437

The observer can be implemented under both global and438

relative positioning, making it suitable for a wide range of439

applications. When accessing global position measurements,440

the observer is implemented as follows. If the jth follower441

is the neighbor of the ith follower, the information η̂j0, ˙̂ηj0442

and pj are sent to the ith follower. If the leader is the443

neighbor of the ith follower, s0 and p0 are received. Then,444

with the incorporation of local estimation states η̂i0 and local445

position pi, the DO is available for use by the next layer. For446

relative position measurements, the observer implementation447

is as follows. If the jth follower is the neighbor of the ith448

follower, η̂j0 and ˙̂ηj0 are transferred to the ith follower. If449

the leader is the neighbor of the ith follower, s0 is received.450

Position information pi−pj and pi−p0 are directly measured451

by the sensor of ith vehicle.452

Theorem 1: Let βη ≥γΦ. If Assumption 2 and Assumption 453

3 hold, with the proposed DO in Eq. (14), then the followers 454

can estimate the information of the leader accurately under 455

switching topologies, i.e., the estimation error η̃i0 (t) = 456

η̂i0 (t) − ηi0 (t) converges to zero. (The proof of Theorem 457

1 is given in Appendix B.) 458

With the proposed DO Eq. (14), each follower is able 459

to accurately estimate the information of the leader in a 460

distributed way. Once calculated, this mandatory information 461

is utilized in the lower-layer’s formation control strategy. 462

IV. LOWER-LAYER FORMATION TRACKING CONTROL 463

DESIGN 464

In this section, we present our compound formation control 465

strategy to address geometric requirements. Specifically, the 466

unavailable velocity measurements and unknown lumped un- 467

certainties are precisely recovered by our cascaded extended 468

state observer (CESO). To compensate for the nonlinearities 469

induced by nonzero sideslip and attack angles, we propose an 470

improved 3D nonlinear guidance law at the kinematic level. 471

We also construct a constrained robust dynamic controller, to 472

guarantee the performance of disturbance rejection as well as 473

stability under constraints. 474

A. Cascaded ESO design 475

The ESO is an essential method in active disturbance 476

rejection control, and is proven to be highly successful in 477

estimating unmeasured state information and total uncertain- 478

ties [40]. Helpfully, it also requires minimal information about 479

a dynamic system, causing it to be used extensively [41]. 480

However, the conventional ESO cannot be used directly in 481

our case. 482

This is because (i) the state space equations in the yaw 483

direction do not satisfy the integral-connected form; and (ii) 484

the conventional ESO requires that the system output should 485

be measurable (i.e., the absolute position should always be 486

available), which may be infeasible for vehicles moving in 487

deep water. We therefore propose our CESO. 488

As the first step of our CESO design, we design the 489

following ESO to estimate qi and Dqi: 490





˙̂
θi = −kq1

(
θ̂i − θi

)
+ q̂i

˙̂qi = −kq2
(
θ̂i − θi

)
+ τqi/mqi + D̂qi

˙̂
Dqi = −kq3

(
θ̂i − θi

)
, (15)

where θ̂, q̂i, and D̂qi are the respective estimations of θ, qi, 491

and Dqi. The constants kq1, kq2, and kq3 are positive, and to 492

be determined. 493

In the second step of our CESO design, in order to construct 494

the integral chain form in yaw direction, a state transformation 495

is performed. Let ξri = ψi cos θi, then we design the following 496

ESO to estimate ri and Dri: 497



˙̂
ξri = −kr1

(
ξ̂ri − ξri

)
+ r̂i − q̂iψi sin θi

˙̂ri = −kr2
(
ξ̂ri − ξri

)
+ τri/mri + D̂ri

˙̂
Dri = −kr3

(
ξ̂ri − ξri

)
, (16)
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where, r̂i, and D̂ri are the respective estimations of ξri, ri,498

and Dri. The constants kr1, kr2, and kr3 are positive, and to499

be determined.500

In the third step of our CESO design, instead of employing501

absolute position to construct the ESOs, we utilize relative502

position to the leader pei, estimated by the DO in advance.503

To satisfy the integral chain form, the relative position pei504

is expressed in frame {Bi}, as ξpi = RBi

I pei. The error505

dynamics can then be derived as follows:506

{
ξ̇pi = SBi

I (ri, qi, θi) ξpi + νBi
−RBi

I ṗ0

ν̇Bi
= τpi +Dpi

, (17)

where τpi = [τui/mui, 0, 0]
T , Dpi = [Dui, Dvi, Dwi]

T .507

RBi

I =
(
RI
Bi

(ψi, θi)
)T

is the rotation matrix from frame {I}508

to frame {Bi}, SBi

I (ri, qi, θi) is defined as509

SBi

I (ri, qi, θi) =




0 ri −qi
−ri 0 −ri tan θi
qi ri tan θi 0


 . (18)

Based on the dynamics given in Eq. (17), we then design the510

following ESO for νBi
and Dpi:511





ξ̇pi=−Kp1

(
ξpi−ξepi

)
+SBi

I (r̂i, q̂i, θi) ξ
e
pi+ν̂Bi

−RBi

I ṗ
e
0

˙̂νBi
= −Kp2

(
ξ̂pi − ξepi

)
+ D̂pi + τpi

˙̂
Dpi=−Kp3

(
ξ̂pi − ξepi

) ,

(19)
where Kp1 ∈ R3×3, Kp2 ∈ R3×3 and Kp3 ∈ R3×3 are512

diagonal positive definite matrices, ξ̂pi, ν̂Bi = [ûi, v̂i, ŵi]
T ,513

and D̂pi = [D̂ui, D̂vi, D̂wi]
T are respective estimations of ξpi,514

νBi , and Dpi. ξepi and ṗe0 are defined based on the estimation515

results of the DO and take the form516 {
ξepi = RBi

I p̂ei

ṗe0 = Ûi0[cos χ̂i0 cos υ̂i0, sin χ̂i0 cos υ̂i0,− sin υ̂i0]
T

(20)

Let the velocity estimation error vector be ν̃i =517

[ũi, ṽi, w̃i, q̃i, r̃i]
T and the uncertainty estimation error vector518

be D̃i =
[
D̃ui, D̃vi, D̃wi, D̃qi, D̃ri

]T
, where ρ̃i = ρ̂i−ρi and519

D̃ρi = D̂ρi − Dρi, (ρ = u, v, w, q, r). Then CESO Eq. (15),520

Eq. (16), and Eq. (19) has the following property.521

Theorem 2: Considering the CESO Eq. (15), Eq. (16), and522

Eq. (19), under Assumptions 1–3, ν̃i and D̃i are ultimately523

bounded. (The proof of Theorem 2 is given in Appendix C.)524

Remark 7: Our proposed CESO extends the conventional525

ESO from a horizontal plane (see [13], [21]) to 3D space. Note526

that this extension is not trivial, due to coupling kinematics527

and unavailable global output measurement. Correspondingly,528

state transformation and equivalent coordinate transformation529

are implemented to achieve the integral-chain form.530

B. Improved 3D kinematic guidance law531

Line-of-sight (LOS) guidance is commonly used in motion532

control of marine vehicles, as it can convert the tracking533

errors of the underactuated DOF into controllable orientation534

errors. However, conventional LOS has limited robustness535

against external disturbances. To enhance its robustness against536

disturbances, an improved LOS guidance law is developed 537

in [28], [42], [43]. However, the method in [28], [42], [43] 538

is only applicable in a 2D plane, and thus we extend it to 3D 539

space. We define the estimation-based information needed for 540

the guidance law as 541





êpi = [êxi, êyi, êzi]
T

=
(
RI
F (χ̂i0, υ̂i0)

)T
(p̂ei − di)

Ûi =
√
û2
i + v̂2

i + ŵ2
i

ν̂Wi
=
[
Ûi, 0, 0

]T

f̂pi =
[
f̂xi, f̂yi, f̂zi

]T
=
(
RI
F (χ̂i0, υ̂i0)

)T
RI
Bi

(v̂Bi
− v̂Wi

)

(21)
where êpi, Ûi, µ̂Wi

, and f̂pi are the respective estimations of 542

epi, Ui, µWi , and fpi. Based on the tracking error dynamics 543

in Eq. (10), and as needed for LOS guidance, we define 544

the desired rotation angles ψdei and θdei of rotation matrix 545

RFBi

(
ψdei, θ

d
ei

)
, such that 546

{
ψdei = tan−1 (−(êyi + δyi)/∆y)

θdei = tan−1 ((êzi + δzi)/∆z)
, (22)

where ∆y and ∆z can be termed look-ahead distances, 547

satisfying ∆z =
√

∆2
y + (êyi + δyi)

2. The auxiliary terms 548

δyi and δzi are designed to compensate respectively for the 549

nonlinearities fyi and fzi, and take the form 550





δyi =
êyiγ

2
yi + γyi

√
∆2
y

(
1− γ2

yi

)
+ ê2

yi

1− γ2
yi

δzi =
êziγ

2
zi + γzi

√
∆2
z (1− γ2

zi) + ê2
zi

1− γ2
zi

, (23)

where γyi = f̂yi

/
Ûi and γzi = f̂zi

/
Ûi. To steer the rotation 551

angles ψei and θei to the desired angles ψdei and θdei, recall 552

RI
F (χ̂i0, υ̂i0)RF

Bi

(
ψdei, θ

d
ei

)
= RI

Bi

(
ψdi , θ

d
i

)
, (24)

where θdi and ψdi are the desired pitch and yaw angles of the 553

vehicles, respectively. Expanding Eq. (24) yields 554


θdi = arcsin

(
sin υ̂i0 cos θdei cosψdei + cos υ̂i0 sin θdei

)

ψdi = atan2
(
ψdyi , ψ

dx
i

) ,

(25)
such that 555



ψdyi = sin χ̂i0 cos υ̂i0 cosψdei cos θdei + cos χ̂i0 sinψdei cos θdei

− sin χ̂i0 sin υ̂i0 sin θdei

ψdxi = cos χ̂i0 cos υ̂i0 cosψdei cos θdei − sin χ̂i0 sinψdei cos θdei

− cos χ̂i0 sin υ̂i0 sin θdei

.

(26)
Note that if ψi = ψdi and θi = θdi under the kinematic 556

controller, then ψei = ψdei and θei = θdei will be guaranteed. 557

To achieve this geometric objective, we design the kinematic 558

controller as 559



udi =
(
−bxêxi + Ûi0 − f̂xi

)
cosαi cosβi∆i

qdi = −bθ
(
θi − θdi

)
+ θ̇di

rdi =
(
−bψ

(
ψi − ψdi

)
+ ψ̇di

)
cos θi

, (27)
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where bx, bθ and bψ are positive constants, to be determined,560

and where ∆i =
√

∆2
y + (êyi + δyi)

2
+ (êzi + δzi)

2

/
∆y .561

Remark 8: From Eq. (27), we notice that derivatives of562

command signals are required to implement the proposed563

kinematic controller. They could be derived via analytic cal-564

culation, but doing so would carry a high computational cost565

due to the complex form. Therefore, we instead approximate566

the derivatives using the following command filter [14]:567

ˆ̇
θdi =

w2
ns

s2 + 2ξwns+ w2
n

θdi , (28)

where ˆ̇
θdi is the estimation of θ̇di , and wn > 0 and ξ > 0 are the568

natural frequency and damp ratios. If ξ is set appropriately and569

wn is sufficiently large, then a small approximation error is570

ensured. The approximation error is neglected here, because it571

is beyond the scope of this paper. We refer readers to [44] for a572

detailed discussion on this topic. The bounded approximation573

error is included in the uncertainty Mai in Eq. (62), and has574

no effect on our main result.575

C. Constrained robust dynamic controller576

Using our 3D kinematic guidance law, the desired velocities577

can be derived based on the estimation results. However, these578

command signals cannot ensure that the velocity constraints579

and control input constraints are well satisfied. A robust580

control approach, however, should furthermore compensate for581

dynamical uncertainties, in order to preserve tracking perfor-582

mance. We therefore introduce two anti-windup compensators583

to the dynamic controller, addressing saturations and potential584

unstable behavior.585

Due to the similarity of the dynamics model of τui, τqi and586

τri, we only give the design process details for τqi in pitch587

direction. Let the saturated velocity tracking error be defined588

as589

sqi = q̂i − qdi + φqi (29)

where φqi is an anti-windup compensators addressing the590

velocity constraints, to be designed later.591

We design our unsaturated dynamic controller as follows:592

τsqi = mqi

(
−cq (sqi − φτqi) + q̇di − D̂qi − φ̇qi

)
(30)

where cq is positive constant, to be determined, q̇di can be593

calculated by command filter Eq. (28). The adaptive laws for594

φqi and φτqi are595

φ̇qi =




−
(
w1 +

w2∆q2
i

2|φqi|2

)
φqi + w2∆qi, |φqi| ≥ µq

0, |φqi| < µq

(31)

and596

φ̇τqi=





−


l1 +

|gτqi|+ l2∆τ2
qi

2

|φτqi|2


φτqi+l2∆τqi, |φτqi|≥µτq

0, |φτqi| < µτq

,

(32)

(a)
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Fig. 4. Switching jointly connected communication topologies. (a) Three
disconnected topologies. (b) Random switching signal σ (t) in simulation.

where w1, w2, l1, and l2 are positive constants, to be de- 597

termined, where µq and µτq are designed small positive 598

constants, and where gτqi = sqi∆τqi/mqi. The differences 599

between unsaturated states and constrained states are ∆qi and 600

∆τqi, defined as 601

{
∆qi = sat

(
qdi − φqi, q̄, q

)
−
(
qdi − φqi

)

∆τqi = τqi − τsqi = sat
(
τqi, τ̄q, τ q

)
− τsqi

, (33)

where function b = sat (a, amax, amin) is defined as b = a if 602

amin ≤ a ≤ amax, else b = amax if a > amax, or else b = 603

amin if a < amin. To satisfy q̄ < qmax, q > qmin, τ̄q < τq
max, 604

and τ q > τq
min, we respectively design q̄, q, τ̄q , and τ q . 605

Theorem 3: Let cq > 0, 2w1 > w2, and 2l1 > cq + l2, 606

under Assumptions 1–3, with the proposed constrained robust 607

dynamic controller Eq. (30) and the anti-windup compensator 608

Eq. (31) and Eq. (32), then it follows that the velocity tracking 609

errors sqi, and the compensation terms φqi and φτqi, are 610

bounded. (The proof of Theorem 3 is given in Appendix D.) 611

Let velocity command tracking error eqi = qi−qdi , it follows 612

from Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 that 613

|eqi| = |sqi − q̃i − φqi| ≤ |sqi|+ |φqi|+ |q̃i| , (34)

namely, eqi is guaranteed to be ultimately bounded. 614

V. STABILITY ANALYSIS OF THE CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEM 615

In this section, we establish the stability of the closed-loop 616

system consisting of the proposed formation protocol and N 617

formation tracking error systems according to Eq. (10). We 618

also establish the achievement of our geometric objective, 619

proceeding from Theorem 4, as follows: 620

Theorem 4: Considering the switching topology Ḡσ(t) and 621

the formation tracking error system Eq. (10), under Assump- 622

tions 1–3, with the proposed formation protocol consisting 623

of DO Eq. (14), CESO Eq. (15), Eq. (16), and Eq. (19), 624

kinematic controller Eq. (27), and dynamic controller Eq. (30) 625

with compensators Eq. (31) and Eq. (32), then it follows that 626

the formation tracking error epi is ultimately bounded. (The 627

proof of Theorem 4 is given in Appendix E.) 628
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VI. SIMULATION RESULTS629

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed630

formation protocol via simulation, comparing our method to631

three state-of-the-art control methods.632

A. Simulation setup633

Our simulated experiments are conducted with a group of634

underactuated AUVs comprising one leader and six followers,635

with model parameters replicated from [36]. The constraints636

are enforced as umax = −umin = 1.5, qmax = rmax =637

−qmin = −rmin = 0.5, τmax
ρ = −τmin

ρ = 400 (ρ = u, q, r).638

By default, the variable values are in SI units; hereafter we639

omit units from the notation.640

The path of the leader is described by x0 (t) = 0.5t +641

0.2 cos (0.1t), y0 (t) = 10 + 0.5 sin (0.1t), and z0 (t) = 5 +642

0.6 cos (0.1t). The time-varying disturbances are simulated as643

644 



dui = −0.5 |ui|ui + 0.2 sin (0.3t)

dvi = −0.5 |vi| vi + 0.05 sin (0.2t)

dwi = −0.5 |wi|wi + 0.05 sin (0.2t)

dqi = − |qi| qi + 0.2 sin (0.3t)

dri = − |ri| ri + 0.2 sin (0.3t)

. (35)

TABLE I
INITIAL STATES AND DESIRED FORMATION.

Label i [xi (0) , yi (0) , zi (0) , θi (0) , ψi (0)]T di

1 [−15, 5, 20, 0, 0]T [−5, 0, 5]T

2 [−15,−5,−20, 0, 0]T [−5, 0,−5]T

3 [−20, 10, 30, 0, 0]T [−10, 0, 10]T

4 [−20,−10,−30, 0, 0]T [−10, 0,−10]T

5 [−25, 15, 40, 0, 0]T [−15, 0, 15]T

6 [−25,−15,−40, 0, 0]T [−15, 0,−15]T

To evaluate our proposed method under system constraints, 645

the initial AUV positions and postures are placed far from the 646

leader, in the initial states specified in Table I. 647

B. Four methods for comparison 648

To verify the formation tracking performance of our pro- 649

posed formation protocol (Method 1), we compare it to three 650

alternative control algorithms (Methods 2–4), as listed below 651

and summarized in Table II. The respective objectives for each 652

of these comparisons are detailed in Table III. 653

Method 1: Our proposed control method. The controller 654

parameters are presented in Table IV and communication 655

topologies are randomly switching between Ḡ1, Ḡ2, and Ḡ3, 656

as shown in Fig. 4. 657

Method 2: A distributed method identical to Method 1, ex- 658

cept that it is based on velocity measurement. The parameters 659

and interactions are those used in Method 1. 660

Method 3: A distributed output-feedback tracking controller 661

with traditional LOS guidance, incorporating a reference gov- 662

ernor (RG) to address system constraints [29]. The controller 663

parameters are the same values as those in Method 1, except 664

for those of the RG given in [29]. The interactions switch 665

between Ḡ1

⋃ Ḡ2 and Ḡ2

⋃ Ḡ3, and each interaction phase is 666

active for 100ms. 667

Method 4: A centralized formation control approach [23], 668

in which neural networks are employed to cope with input 669

constraints and dynamic uncertainties. The parameters and 670

communication topologies used in Method 4 are those given 671

in [23]. 672

C. Results 673

The simulation results are presented in Figs. 5–7, where 674

Fi (i = 1, 2, . . . , 6) are the ith followers. The desired forma- 675

tion is achieved under all four controllers (see Fig. 5(a–d)). The 676

response times of the four methods are similar, because they 677

are compared under the same controller parameters. We assess 678

the four methods by comparing them according to tracking 679

TABLE II
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE FOUR METHODS IN COMPARATIVE SIMULATION.

Control Position Connection Leader Velocity LOS
Method type measurement type information information guidance Constraint Reference

M1 Distributed Absolute/Relative Switching Jointly DO CESO Improved AC -
M2 Distributed Absolute/Relative Switching Jointly DO Measured Improved AC -
M3 Distributed Absolute/Relative Switching DO CESO Conventional RG [29]
M4 Centralized Absolute Invariant Known Measured - NN [23]
Notations: DO = distributed observer; CESO = cascaded extended state observer; LOS = line-of-sight;AC = anti-windup compensator;

RG = reference governor; NN = neural networks.

TABLE III
OBJECTIVES FOR COMPARISON BETWEEN FOUR METHODS.

Method Objectives for comparison with Method 1
M2 To verify whether our proposed cascaded extended state observer (CESO) can effectively replace velocity sensors.

M3

a) To substantiate the superiority of our proposed line-of-sight (LOS) guidance law over a conventional one;
b) to compare tracking performance under switching jointly connected topologies and switching but

always connected typologies; and
c) to show constraint satisfaction under our anti-windup compensator and reference governor.

M4 a) To compare tracking performance under switching jointly connected topologies and invariant topologies and
b) to compare constraint satisfaction in our anti-windup compensator to an NN-based compensator.
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TABLE IV
PARAMETERS OF THE FORMATION PROTOCOL (METHODS 1, 2 AND PART OF METHOD 3).

Components Parameters
DO Eq. (14) Kη = 15I6, βη = 8

CESO Eqs. (15), (16) and (19) kq1 = kr1 = 60, kq2 = kr2 = 1200, kq3 = kr3 = 8000, Kp1 = 60I3, Kp2 = 400I3, Kp3 = 1200I3
LOS guidance law Eq. (22) ∆y = 5

Kinematic law Eq. (27) bx = bθ = bψ = 0.3, ξ = 2, wn = 10
Dynamic law

Eqs. (30), (31) and (32)
cu = cq = cr = 2, w1 = 30, w2 = 50, l1 = 10, l2 = 1e− 5, ū = −u = 1, q̄ = r̄ = −q = −r = −0.4
τ̄u = τ̄u = τ̄q = −τq = −τr = −τr = 350, µu = µq = µr = 0.01, µτu = µτq = µτr = 1

accuracy, saturation, and computational cost. For estimation680

accuracy, we only assess our proposed method, because the681

observers used in all methods are the same.682

Tracking accuracy: To assess tracking accuracy numerically,683

we define the total tracking error as Epi = ‖epi (t)‖. In684

Fig. 5(e–h), Methods 1 and 2 show the lowest steady state685

errors; the steady state errors of the other two methods are686

substantially larger. The better tracking accuracy of Methods 1687

and 2 can be ascribed to the guidance law. Our improved LOS688

guidance law compensates nonlinearity fpi accurately, which689

cannot be accomplished by the state-of-the-art conventional690

LOS used in Method 3. In Method 4, vehicle dynamics is691

described in Lagrange form, which neglects the effect of692

nonzero attack and sideslip angle. We can conclude that693

our improved guidance law, used in both Methods 1 and694

2, outperforms the tested alternatives in terms of tracking695

accuracy.696

Saturation phenomenon: The profiles of velocity and control697

inputs in the surge direction (i.e., surge velocity ui and control698

input τui) are given in Fig. 6. The results show that Methods699

1–3 are capable of achieving constraint satisfaction, achieving700

consensus after around 60 s. By contrast, in Method 4 both701

velocity and input constraints are violated. The zoom-in inserts702

in Fig. 6 show that the consensus errors of Method 1 and703

Method 3 are slightly larger than that of Method 2. Some704

estimation errors are unavoidable in Method 1 and Method 3,705

because they are based on velocity estimation, unlike Method706

2 which is based on velocity measurement. We can conclude707

that our method achieves constraint satisfaction, unlike Method708

4. Also, the increase in consensus errors is very low compared709

to Method 2, even though our method cannot access velocity710

measurements directly.711

Computational cost: In our simulated experiments,1 the av-712

erage running time of Methods 1–4 is 12.79 s, 12.21 s, 13.57 s,713

and 15.75 s, respectively. Method 1 has a faster average714

computation speed than Methods 3 and 4, and a slower speed715

than Method 2. However, the difference between Method 1716

and 2 is quite small (less than 5% increase in computation717

time). Therefore, we can conclude that our proposed method718

has a computation speed that is similar to or better than the719

tested alternatives.720

Estimation accuracy: The estimation accuracies of our DO721

and CESO in Method 1 are given in Fig. 7. We define722

the estimation error of the DO as Eηi = ‖η̃i0 (t)‖, and723

1The simulations are conducted in Matlab 2016b on a PC with Intel i5-
7200 CPU, 8GB RAM running Win 10 64-bit OS, with Simulink solver
ode3(Bogacki-Shampine)).

the estimation errors of the CESO as EV i = ‖ν̃i‖ and 724

EDi =
∥∥∥D̃υi

∥∥∥. The performance of the total estimation error 725

Eηi in Method 1 shows that the information of the leader 726

can be quickly and accurately recovered by the DO even 727

under switching jointly connected topologies, such that our 728

distributed estimation objective is achieved. The performances 729

of the total estimation errors of EV i and EDi in Method 1 indi- 730

cate that the unmeasured velocities and unknown uncertainties 731

can be precisely identified by our CESO. 732

D. Discussion 733

The following conclusions can be drawn from the compar- 734

ative simulation results: 735

1) Compared with Method 2, our proposed method guaran- 736

tees satisfactory tracking performance, without requiring 737

velocity measurements. Consequently, CESOs can re- 738

move the dependence on velocity sensors, and therefore 739

reduce the cost and weight of the vehicles. 740

2) Compared with Method 3, our proposed method has 741

less steady state errors, which substantiates the improved 742

performance of our novel LOS guidance law. In addition, 743

the computational cost of our method is less than that of 744

Method 3, and is therefore preferable from a practical 745

perspective. 746

3) Compared with Method 4, our proposed method per- 747

forms better in terms of steady state errors, constraint 748

satisfaction, and computation complexity. Furthermore, 749

Method 4 is applicable only under the conditions of 750

absolute position measurement, invariant topology, and 751

velocity measurements. In practice, these conditions 752

cannot be always satisfied. 753

We can conclude that our proposed method is proved to have 754

improved tracking accuracy, guaranteed constraint satisfaction, 755

and acceptable computational cost in comparison to the state 756

of the art. Moreover, our proposed method can be used under 757

several practical constraints for formation control of underac- 758

tuated AUVs in 3D space that have not previously been fully 759

considered, including hybrid localization, switching jointly 760

connected topologies, and unavailable velocity measurements. 761

To achieve practical deployment of our proposed method, 762

further work is still required. In practice, sonar is mainly 763

employed to transmit information among AUVs. Time delay 764

is inevitable and time-varying, due to complex underwater 765

conditions. Future work should therefore study the effect of 766

sonar-based time delay on the coordination of AUVs. Adaptive 767

methods to handle time delay, e.g., [45], [46], can be designed 768
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Fig. 5. Comparative 3D formation tracking results. Trajectories of vehicles with (a) Method 1, (b) Method 2, (c) Method 3, and (d) Method 4. Total formation
tracking error with (e) Method 1, (f) Method 2, (g) Method 3, and (h) Method 4. Subfigures (e–h) include an insert to better show the steady tracking error,
from 70 to 100 seconds, after all methods have converged. It can be seen from (a–d) that the desired formation is achieved using all four methods. The
formation tracking errors in (e–h) show that Methods 1 and 2 have much lower steady state errors than Methods 3 and 4.
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Fig. 6. Comparative profiles of ui and τui. Profile of ui with (a) Method 1, (b) Method 2, (c) Method 3, and (d) Method 4. Profile of τui with (e) Method
1, (f) Method 2, (g) Method 3, and (h) Method 4. Methods 1–3 result in constraint satisfaction, while Method 4 results in both velocity and input saturations.

to extend our current method. Furthermore, the real ocean769

environment is extremely harsh and unpredictable, posing770

challenges that cannot be fully considered in simulation. In771

multi-AUV research in general, it is of great importance to772

test state-of-the-art methods in the real environment. Although773

real experiments are still rare in multi-AUV research, they will774

be essential in future work to verify the performance of our775

proposed method.776

VII. CONCLUSION777

This paper addresses distributed velocity-free formation778

control of underactuated AUVs moving in 3D space subject779

to switching jointly connected topologies, variable decen-780

tralization, and system constraints. A double-layer formation781

protocol is proposed such that the objectives of distributed 782

estimation and geometric convergence are achieved. The no- 783

table features of the proposed method can be summarized 784

as follows. First, the proposed method is distributed in the 785

sense that it assumes access only to local communication and 786

local sensing. Second, there is potential for a wide application 787

domain, as the method supports both global and local position- 788

ing, and has no reliance on velocity sensing. Third, limitations 789

in practice, such as switching but occasionally disconnected 790

topologies, external uncertainties and system constraints, have 791

been comprehensively considered. The comparative simulation 792

results substantiate the effectiveness and improvements of the 793

proposed method. In future work we intend to study the impact 794

of time delays in underwater communication, and also to 795
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perform real multi-AUV experiments in an ocean environment.796
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APPENDIX A965

SUPPORTING EQUATIONS AND REMARKS OF AUV MODEL966

Eq. (3), our simplified version of the dynamic model of [36],967

is supported such that968





Fui = (mvivir −mwiwiqi − duiui)/mui

Fvi = − (muiuiri + dvivi)/mvi

Fwi = (muiuiqi − dwiwi)/mwi

Fqi = ((mwi −mui)uiwi − dqiqi −Gihi sin θi)/mqi

Fri = ((mui −mvi)uiwi − driri)/mri

(36)
where m(·)i and d(·)i are inertia coefficients and hydrodynamic969

damping coefficients, respectively. Gi is submerged weight970

and hi is the distance between the center of gravity and the971

center of buoyancy in {Bi} frame.972

APPENDIX B973

PROOF OF THEOREM 1974

Proof: For convenience, define µη =975 [
µTη1,µ

T
η2, . . . ,µ

T
ηN

]T
and η̃0 =

[
η̃T10, η̃

T
20, . . . , η̃

T
N0

]T
,976

it follows that977

µη (t) = Pσ(t)η̃0 (t) (37)

where Pσ(t)=
(
Hσ(t) ⊗ I6

)
. Considering Lyapunov function978

Vη = µTη µη
/

2, which is continuously differentiable at any979

non-switching instant, the proof consists of three steps, as980

follows.981

Step 1: We will show V̇η (t) ≤ 0 at non-switching instants.982

Assume that graph Ḡq is active at non-switching time t,983

differentiating µηi and substituting Eq. (14) yields984

µ̇ηi =

{
−Kηµηi + Φ̇ηi − βηsign (µηi) , αi > 0

0, αi = 0
. (38)

Note that αi = 0 is equivalent to the fact that i /∈ C (q)985

[11]. Therefore, taking the time derivative of Vη yields986

V̇η =
∑

i∈C(q)

µ̇Tηiµηi

=
∑

i∈C(q)

(
−Kηµηi + Φ̇ηi − βηsign (µηi)

)
µηi

≤
∑

i∈C(q)

−µTηiKηµηi − (βη − γΦ) |µηi|

≤ −λmin (Kη)
∑

i∈C(q)

µTηiµηi

≤ 0,

(39)

which implies that lim
t→∞

Vη (t) exists.987

Step 2: We proceed to show that lim
t→∞

µη (t) = 0.988

Considering the infinite sequences Vη (tk) , k = 0, 1, . . .,989

and recalling Cauchy’s convergence criteria, it can be derived990

that for any ε > 0, there exists a positive integer kε such that,991

for ∀k > kε,992

|Vη (tk+1)− Vη (tk)| < ε i.e.,

∫ tk+1

tk

−V̇η (t) dt < ε. (40)

Eq.(40) can be rewritten into following sum of integrals 993

lk−1∑

l=0

∫ tl+1
k

tlk

−V̇η (t) dt < ε. (41)

For each integral, following Eq. (39), it yields 994

∫ tl+1
k

tlk

−V̇η (t) dt ≥
∫ tl+1

k

tlk

λmin (Kη)
∑

i∈C(σ(tlk))

µTηiµηidt

≥ λmin (Kη)

∫ tlk+τ

tlk

∑

i∈C(σ(tlk))

µTηiµηidt

.

(42)
Thus, 995

λmin (Kη)

lk−1∑

l=0

∫ tlk+τ

tlk

∑

i∈C(σ(tlk))

µTηiµηidt < ε, (43)

or equivalently 996

lim
t→∞

∫ t+τ

t

lk−1∑

l=0

∑

i∈C(σ(tlk))

µTηi (s)µηi (s)ds = 0. (44)

Due to the joint connectivity of the graph during [tk, tk+1), 997

Lemma 1 implies that 998

lim
t→∞

∫ t+τ

t

N∑

i=1

aiµ
T
ηi (s)µηi (s) ds = 0. (45)

where ai (i = 1, . . . , N) are some positive constants. Fol- 999

lowing Eq. (39), µη (t) are uniformly bounded, and thus 1000

µ̇η (t) is bounded due to Eq. (38). Thus, µTη µη is uniformly 1001

continuous. Applying Barlalat’s Lemma, it can be derived that 1002

lim
t→∞

µη (t) = 0. 1003

Step 3: It rest to show lim
t→∞

η̃0 (t) = 0. Without loss of 1004

generality, we only consider the first element of µηi and η̃i0 1005

in the proof, denoted by µxηi and η̃xi0, respectively. Let µxη = 1006[
µxη1,µ

x
η2, . . . ,µ

x
ηN

]T
and η̃x0 = [η̃x10, η̃

x
20, . . . , η̃

x
N0]

T . Thus, 1007

we have µxη = Hσ(t)η̃
x
0 . Assume that the jointly connected 1008

graph across [tk, tk+1) is denoted by Ḡk, due to the symmetry 1009

of Hk, there exists an orthogonal matrix Uk such that 1010

UkHkU
T
k = Λk = diag

{
λi1k , λ

i2
k , . . . , λ

iN
k

}
, (46)

where λi1q , λ
i2
k , . . . , λ

iN
k are the N eigenvalues of Hk, 1011

i1, i2, . . . , iN form a permutation of 1, 2, . . . , N . 1012

Let ε = Uqη̃
x
0 , we have 1013

(η̃x0 )
T
µxη = (η̃x0 )

T
Hkη̃

x
0 = εTΛkε ≥ δmin

∑

i∈C(σ(tlk))

ε2
i ≥ 0

(47)
where l = 0, 1, . . . , lk−1 and δmin= min {λmin (Hq) |q ∈ Q}. 1014

According to the joint connectivity, Lemma 1 and 1015

lim
t→∞

µxη (t) = 0, we can imply that 1016

lim
t→∞

lk−1∑

l=0

∑

i∈C(σ(tlk))

ε2
i = lim

t→∞

N∑

i=1

aiε
2
i = 0. (48)

This implies that lim
t→∞

N∑
i=1

εi = 0, i.e., lim
t→∞

η̃x0 = 0. Thus, we 1017

can conclude that lim
t→∞

η̃0 (t) = 0. � 1018
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APPENDIX C1019

PROOF OF THEOREM 21020

Proof: Given the cascaded form of the proposed ESOs, the1021

proof is presented in three steps, as follows.1022

Step 1: Let πqi =
[
θ̃i, q̃i, D̃qi

]T
such that θ̃i = θ̂i − θi,1023

q̃i = q̂i − qi and D̃qi = D̂qi − Dqi. It follows from Eq. (1),1024

Eq. (3), and Eq. (15) that1025

π̇qi =



−kq1 1 0
−kq2 0 1
−kq3 0 0




︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lq

πqi +




0
0

−Ḋqi




︸ ︷︷ ︸
Nqi

. (49)

Under Assumption 1, the norm of Nqi is bounded by1026

a positive constant noted as N̄q . Furthermore, it is always1027

possible to select parameters kq1, kq2, and kq3 such that Lq is1028

a Hurwitz matrix. It follows that it is always possible to find1029

a positive definite matrix Qq ∈ R3×3 such that1030

LTq Qq +QqLq = −Pq, (50)

where Pq ∈ R3×3 denotes an arbitrary positive definite matrix.1031

Consider the Lyapunov function Vqi = πTqiQqπqi, with its1032

derivative as1033

V̇qi = πTqi
(
LTq Qq +QqLq

)
πqi + 2πTqiQqNqi

≤ −πTqiPqπqi + 2 ‖πqi‖ ‖Qq‖ ‖Nqi‖
≤ −‖πqi‖

(
λmin (Pq) ‖πqi‖ − 2 ‖Qq‖ N̄q

)
.

(51)

It can then be derived from Eq. (51) that the norm of πqi1034

will be bounded by 2 ‖Qq‖ N̄q
/
λmin (Pq), and that the upper1035

bound can be decreased by choosing appropriate parameters.1036

Step 2: Define πri =
[
ξ̃ri, r̃i, D̃ri

]T
, where ξ̃ri = ξ̂ri−ξri,1037

r̃i = r̂i − ri, and D̃ri = D̂ri − Dri. It can then be deduced1038

that1039

π̇ri =



−kr1 1 0
−kr2 0 1
−kr3 0 0




︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lr

πqi +



−q̃iψi sin θi

0

−Ḋri




︸ ︷︷ ︸
Nri

. (52)

Step 1 and Assumption 1 guarantees that the norm of Nri1040

is also bounded by a positive constant noted as N̄r. Analogy1041

to Step 1, the norm of πri will be also bounded by choosing1042

parameters appropriately.1043

Step 3: Define πpi =
[
ξ̃pi, ν̃Bi

, D̃pi

]T
, where π̃pi = π̂pi−1044

πpi, ν̃Bi = ν̂Bi −νBi , and D̃pi = D̂pi−Dpi. The following1045

can then be obtained:1046

π̇pi =



−Kp1 I3 0
−Kp2 0 I3

−Kp3 0 0




︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lp

πqi +




gpi
0

−Ḋpi




︸ ︷︷ ︸
Npi

, (53)

where gpi = SBi

I (r̂i, q̂i, θi) ξ
e
pi − SBi

I (ri, qi, θi) ξpi −1047

RBi

I (ṗe0 − ṗ0). From Theorem 1 it follows that lim
t→∞

ξepi (t)−1048

ξpi (t) = 0 and lim
t→∞

ṗe0 (t) − ṗ0 (t) = 0. We can then1049

also prove the ultimate boundedness of SBi

I (r̂i, q̂i, θi) −1050

SBi

I (ri, qi, θi), according to the former steps. It follows that 1051

there exists a positive constant N̄p such that ‖Npi‖ ≤ N̄p. 1052

The remainder of the proof for Step 3 is omitted here, as it 1053

can be inferred from Step 1. � 1054

APPENDIX D 1055

PROOF OF THEOREM 3 1056

Proof: From Eq. (15), the dynamic model of q̂i can be 1057

expressed as 1058

˙̂qi = −kq2θ̃i +
(
τsqi + ∆τqi

)
/mqi + D̂qi. (54)

Then, differentiating Eq. (29) while introducing Eq. (30) 1059

and Eq. (54) yields 1060

ṡqi = −cqsqi + cqφτqi − kq2θ̃i + ∆τqi/mqi (55)

Consider the Lyapunov candidate 1061

Vqi = s2
qi

/
2 + φ2

qi

/
2 + φ2

τqi

/
2. (56)

Differentiating Vui while substituting Eq. (55), Eq. (31), and 1062

Eq. (32) then yields 1063

V̇qi = sqi

(
−cqsqi + cqφτui − kq2θ̃i + ∆τqi/mqi

)

+ φqi

(
−w1φqi −

w2∆q2
i

2|φqi|2
φqi + w2∆qi

)

+ φτqi


−l1φτqi −

|gτqi|+ l2∆τ2
qi

2

|φτqi|2
φτqi + l2∆τqi




= −cqs2
qi + cqsqiφτqi − kq2sqiθ̃i + gτqi

− w1φ
2
qi − w2∆q2

i

/
2 + w2φqi∆qi

− l1φ2
τqi − |gτqi| − l2∆τ2

qi

/
2 + l2φτqi∆τqi

(57)
Recall the existence of the inequalities 1064





2sqiφτqi ≤ s2
qi + φ2

τqi

2φqi∆qi ≤ φ2
qi + ∆q2

i

2φτqi∆τqi ≤ φ2
τqi + ∆τ2

qi

. (58)

It then follows that Eq. (57) can be reorganized as 1065

V̇qi ≤ −cqe2
ui

/
2− (2w1 − w2)φ2

ui

/
2

− (2l1 − cq − l2)φ2
τui

/
2− kq2sqiθ̃i,

(59)

where the parameters are chosen such that cq > 0, 2w1 > w2 1066

and 2l1 > cq + l2. After defining Eqi = [sqi, φqi, φτqi]
T , 1067

Eq. (59) can then be rewritten as 1068

V̇qi ≤ −ET
qiKqEqi +ET

qiTqi

≤ −‖Eqi‖ (‖Kq‖ ‖Eqi‖ − ‖Tqi‖) ,
(60)

where Kq = diag (cq/2, w1 − w2/2, l1 − (cq + l2)/2) and 1069

Tui =
[
−kq2θ̃i, 0, 0

]T
. Theorem 2 implies that ‖Tqi‖ ≤ T̄qi 1070

with T̄qi to be a positive constant. We can therefore conclude 1071

that ‖Eqi‖ ≤ T̄qi
/
λmin (Kq), and the upper bound can be 1072

decreased by adjusting the parameters. � 1073
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APPENDIX E1074

PROOF OF THEOREM 41075

Proof: The proof consists of two steps, as follows.1076

Step 1: After defining angle tracking error eai =1077

[eθi, eψi]
T

=
[
θi − θdi , ψi − ψdi

]T
, it can be proven that eai1078

is ultimately bounded. When considering Lyapunov function1079

candidate Vai = eTaieai
/

2, differentiating Vai with respect to1080

time yields1081

V̇ai = eθi

(
qi − θ̇di

)
+ eψi

(
ri/cos θi − ψ̇di

)
. (61)

Recalling that eqi = qi − qdi and eri = ri − rdi , substituting1082

Eq. (27) into Eq. (61) then yields that1083

V̇ai = eθi (−bθeθi + eqi) + eψi (−bψeψi + eri/cos θi)

= −eTai
[
bθ 0
0 bψ

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
La

eai + eTai

[
eqi

eri/cos θi

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Mai

≤ −‖eai‖ (‖La‖ ‖eai‖ − ‖Mai‖) .

(62)

Under Theorem 3, it can be deduced that ‖Mai‖ is bounded1084

by a positive constant denoted by M̄ai. It therefore follows that1085

‖eai‖ ≤ M̄ai

/
λmin (La).1086

Step 2: The ultimate boundedness of epi is given as follows.1087

Considering Lyapunov function candidate Vpi = eTpiepi
/

2 and1088

differentiating Vpi along Eq. (10) yields that1089

V̇pi = exi (Ui cosψei cos θei − U0 + fxi)

+ eyi (Ui sinψei cos θei + fyi)

+ ezi (−Ui sin θei + fzi) .

(63)

Then note that1090

RF
Bi

(ψei, θei)−RF
Bi

(
ψdei, θ

d
ei

)

=
(
RI
F (χ0, υ0)

)T
RI
Bi

(ψi, θi)−
(
RI
F (χ̂i0, υ̂i0)

)T
RI
Bi

(
ψdi , θ

d
i

)

=
(
RI
F (χ0, υ0)

)T (
RI
Bi

(ψi, θi)−RI
Bi

(
ψdi , θ

d
i

))

+
(
RI
F (χ0, υ0)−RI

F (χ̂i0, υ̂i0)
)T
RI
Bi

(
ψdi , θ

d
i

)
.

(64)
Under Theorem 1 and Step 1, it can be shown that1091

RF
Bi

(ψei, θei)−RF
Bi

(
ψdei, θ

d
ei

)
converge to a small neighbor-1092

hood of zero. Then expanding Eq. (64), one can obtain that1093

1094 



cosψei cos θei − cosψdei cos θdei ≤ eRx
sinψei cos θei − sinψdei cos θdei ≤ eRy
sin θei − sin θdei ≤ eRz

, (65)

where eRx, eRy , and eRz are positive constants. Substituting1095

Eq. (65) into Eq. (63) then yields that1096

V̇pi ≤ exi
(
Ui cosψdei cos θdei − U0 + fxi + UieRx

)

+ eyi
(
Ui sinψdei + fyi + Ui

(
eRy + θdeih

(
ψdei, θ

d
ei

)))

+ ezi
(
−Ui sin θdei + fzi + UieRz

)
,

(66)
where h

(
ψdei, θ

d
ei

)
= sinψdei

(
cos θdei − 1

)/
θdei is an auxiliary1097

function. Given that
∣∣(cos θdei − 1

)/
θdei
∣∣ < 0.73 [43], it is1098

guaranteed that
∣∣h
(
ψdei, θ

d
ei

)∣∣ < 1. Introducing Eq. (22) into 1099

Eq. (66) then yields that 1100

V̇pi ≤exi
(
Ui
∆i
− U0 + fxi + UieRx

)

+ eyi

(
−Ui

êyi + δyi
∆z

+ fyi + Ui
(
eRy +

∣∣θdei
∣∣)
)

+ ezi

(
−Ui

êzi + δzi
∆i∆y

+ fzi + UieRz

)

(67)
Based on Eq. (23), it follows that 1101





Ûiδyi

/
∆z = f̂yi

Ûiδzi

/
∆i∆y = f̂zi

. (68)

Under Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, it can be deduced that 1102

Ũi = Ûi − Ui, f̃xi = f̂xi − fxi, f̃yi = f̂yi − fyi and f̃zi = 1103

f̂zi−fzi are ultimately bounded. It can be further proven that 1104

1105



∣∣∣f̃xi
∣∣∣ ≤ efx

|−Uiδyi/∆z + fyi| ≤ efy
|−Uiδzi/∆i∆y + fzi| ≤ efz

, (69)

where efx, efy , and efz are positive constants. Referring to 1106

Eq. (2), one has 1107

Ui =
ui

cosαi cosβi
=

udi + eui
cosαi cosβi

(70)

Introducing Eq. (69) and Eq. (70) into Eq. (67) then yields 1108

that 1109

V̇pi ≤exi
(
−buexi − buẽxi + Ũi0 + efx + UieRx + fui

)

+ eyi

(
−Ui

eyi
∆z

+ efy + Ui

(
eRy +

∣∣θdei
∣∣− ẽyi

∆z

))

+ ezi

(
−Ui

ezi
∆i∆y

+ efz + Ui

(
eRz −

ẽzi
∆i∆y

))

≤− eTpi



bu 0 0
0 Ui

∆z
0

0 0 Ui

∆i∆y




︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lpi

epi

+ eTpi




−buẽxi + Ũi0 + efx + UieRx + fui

efy + Ui

(
eRy +

∣∣θdei
∣∣− ẽyi

∆z

)

efz + Ui

(
eRz − ẽzi

∆i∆y

)




︸ ︷︷ ︸
Mpi

,

(71)
where ẽxi = êxi − exi, ẽyi = êyi − eyi, ẽzi = êzi − ezi, 1110

Ũi0 = Ûi0 − Ui0 and fui = eui/(cosαi cosβi∆i). It follows 1111

from Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 that these error signals all 1112

converge to a small neighborhood of zero. Therefore, ‖Mpi‖ 1113

is bounded by a positive constant denoted by and the upper 1114

bound M̄pi can be further minimized by adjusting controller 1115

parameters. We conclude that ‖epi‖ ≤ M̄pi

/
λmin (Lpi). � 1116


